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Abstract

We study sellers of non-durable goods or services that can sell directly to con-

sumers or via an online marketplace (platform) over multiple periods. Before

joining the platform, each seller has a loyal customer base. Selling via the plat-

form o↵ers sellers an additional benefit (e.g., access to additional customers). If a

seller joins the platform at some point and then quits, its former loyal customers

who derive a su�ciently high benefit from using the platform will buy from other

sellers on the platform instead, if the platform can recommend a su�ciently good

substitute. We analyze which single-period contracts the platform o↵ers to sellers

in the presence of such demand substitution patterns and show that they lead to

ine�ciencies. Specifically, we find that as the platform’s ability to recommend sub-

stitutes improves, both sellers and consumers are worse o↵. Beyond a well-defined

threshold, improving its ability to recommend substitutes hurts even the platform,

and yet it will always seek to improve it. A regulator can raise welfare, consumer

surplus, sellers’ profits, and sometimes even the platform’s profits by putting a cap

on platform fees or by limiting how much customer data the platform can collect

for its recommendation algorithm.
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